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Approaches to lexical categories. 

What are nouns? What are verbs? What is their difference? 
• Naïve notional approaches. 
• Superficial morphological-distributional approaches. 
• Lexical categories are not pigeonholes. 
• Are nouns, adjectives and verbs prototypes? 

Generative approaches 
The Amherst system (Chomsky 1970; as revised in Jackendoff 1977) 

 
 

[+N] nouns, adjectives 
[-N] verbs, prepositions 
[+V] verbs, adjectives 
[-V] prepositions, nouns 

 
Categorial features! Nice. Cross-classification of categories! Cool. But what do values [±N] and 
[±V] stand for? Are these merely taxonomic labels? 
Is this cross-classification even correct? 
Stowell (1981): feature specifications define natural classes; as they should: 

the [+N] categories project phrases where of-insertion applies in English, 
the [-N] categories assign Case, 
the [+V] categories can be prefixed with un-, 
the [-V] categories can be clefted. 

Stowell’s is the first explanatory theory of categorial features. Alas, it is wrong. 
 
The Déchaine (1993) categorial system 

[Nominal] Adjective 
[Nominal] [Referential] Noun 
[Referential] Verb 
– Preposition 
[Functional] [Nominal] Kase 
[Functional] [Nominal] [Referential] Determiner 
[Functional] [Referential] Tense 
[Functional] Comp 

Similar in spirit to Stowell, but more refined and more complete. 

The Baker (2003) categorial system: a mixed system. 
 semantic interpretation syntactic behaviour 
[N] sortality referential index 
[V] predication Specifier 
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Non-generative approaches 
Langacker (1987): 

Nouns conceptualise THING 
Verbs conceptualise PROCESSES 
Adjectives / adverbs conceptualise ATEMPORAL RELATIONS. 

Emphasis on “conceptualise”. 

Anderson (1997): categories are “grammaticalisations of cognitive – or notional – 
constructs”:  

a feature P, standing for predicability 
a feature N standing for the ability to function as an argument. 

The resulting categories for English are the following: 
{P} auxiliary 
{P;N} verb 
{P:N} adjective 
{N;P} noun 
{N} name 
{ } functor 

Category as a matter of interpretive perspective. 

Synthesising the Amherst-Stowell-Déchaine perspective with the Langacker-Anderson one 
(via Baker): 

Lexical category is a matter of fundamental interpretive perspective. 
These perspectives are encoded as categorial features. 
Therefore, categorial features are LF-interpretable. 

 
Remember: conceptual categorization ¹ linguistic categorization 
Consider: although all physical objects are nouns cross-linguistically, not all nouns denote 
concepts of physical objects (D. Pesetsky, p.c.). 

In other words, rock and theory cannot belong together in any useful or coherent, conceptual 
category. Still rock and theory are treated the same by grammar, even if they share no 
significant common properties notionally. 

This is what I call fundamental interpretive perspective. This idea originates in Langacker 
(1987), Uriagereka (1999), Baker (2003, 293–94) and closely interacts with Acquaviva (2009), 
(2014). 
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Categorial features as LF-interpretable features. 

The story: 
[N] imposes a sortal perspective on the categoriser’s complement at LF. 
[V] imposes an extending-into-time perspective on the categorizer’s complement at 
LF. 

Sortality (after Baker 2003; already in Larson και Segal 1995, 128–32) as implemented in 
Prasada (2008) and Acquaviva (2014) is about the criterion of application together with that 
of identity (and individuation) –  

Application: x applies to things of a certain kind, but not others 
Identity: something which may replace A in the statement x is the same A as y 

Extending into time (not predicativity / predicability) – following Uriagereka (1999) and 
Ramchand (2008, 38–42): 

“both nouns and verbs correspond to mathematical spaces of various dimensions, 
the difference between them being whether those spaces are seen as permanent or 
mutable”. 

Verbal constituents are inherently (sub-)eventive due to the temporal perspective 
contributed by the categorial feature [V]. 

Sortality will have to be associated with individuation, number, quantification etc. – realised 
as functional categories Number, Determiner etc.  

‘Extending into time’ will be the seed of events and causation, and will require event 
participants, a way to encode length of event and relation between time intervals etc. – 
realised as an event projection / argument, Voice, Aspect, Tense. 

Alternatively: ‘nouns lack temporal parts’ (Acquaviva 2014); [V] encodes abstract causation 
(Ilkhanipour 2013; cf. Darteni 2017, κεφ. 7). 

Categorisers as (the only) lexical heads. 

Assume a syntactic categorisation / syntactic decomposition framework – see Harley and 
Noyer (1998a), Embick (2000), Alexiadou (2001), Folli, Harley and Karimi (2003), Arad (2003) 
and (2005), Folli and Harley (2005), Harley (2005a), (2005b), (2007), (2009) and (2014), 
Marantz (2005) and (2006), Embick and Marantz (2008), Lowenstamm (2008), Acquaviva 
(2009), Basilico (2008), Volpe (2009), Acquaviva and Panagiotidis (2012) and, in a slightly 
different framework but in considerable detail, Borer (2005), (2009) and De Belder (2011). 

On the one hand we have functional heads, on the other roots. Categorisers n and v host 
categorial features and are typically analysed as functional heads, but this is due to the 
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generalised confusion of what functional heads are (Panagiotidis 2011; 2015, κεφ. 5) – a 
matter to which we’ll return. 

No functional head can directly categorise roots and root material; sub-categorial so-called 
“inner morphemes”, see Marantz (2000) and (2006), cannot categorise roots. Roots 
themselves are a-categorial (categoryless). Only categorisers categorise. 

You can build a derivation solely on categorisers, without roots. In this case categorisers 
behave as so-called semilexical categories (Corver και Riemsdijk 2001), such as ‘empty nouns’ 
(Panagiotidis 2003). See van Riemsdijk (1998), Haider (2001), and Schütze (2001). 

Roots and subcategorial material are – syntactically speaking – optional: a well-formed 
syntactic representation can be constructed using just a categoriser and superimposed 
functional structure. 

Categorisers are the only lexical heads. They either categorise roots or recategorise already 
categorised structures (i.e. fantasy à fantasise). 

For instance, this how the picture for nouns looks like: 

 

The elusive functional-lexical distinction. 

Nobody really has a good theory on the lexical-functional distinction. 

Confusion is caused by 
• Theta-assignment, e.g. Haegeman (2006) 
• Descriptive content (but remember semi-lexical categories!) 
• Abney’s (1987, 64–65) oft-quoted criteria 
• The open class-closed class distinction and the ensuing confusion with adjectives and 

Extended Projections (Cinque 2006, 4–6). 

Functional categories are certainly peculiar beasts. 
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Muysken (2008) surveys their 
• theoretical status and behavior, 
• diachronic processes such as grammaticalization, 
• acquisition, 
• processing. 

His conclusion is that there exist no unambiguous criteria for functional category 
membership: 

“indeed there is an overall correspondence between the functional status of an element 
and its form, but that this correspondence cannot be captured by structural principles” 
(2008, 41). 

“[V]ery few semantic features, if any, unambiguously characterise a class of elements 
that may be reasonably termed functional categories” (ibid.: 52). 

The lexical-functional distinction is ultimately one that must be made theory-internally – as 
with most of the important analytical distinctions in scientific enquiry. 

Functional heads as lexical satellites supplying structural positions. 

What is the interpretation of categorial features on functional heads? 

“Easy question”: 

• [T] feature, anchoring in time; 
• [C] would most likely encode illocutionary force; 
• [D] would encode referentiality and, possibly, also deixis 

Or a not so easy question: 

• Focus, Topic, Mood, Aspect, Voice, and Quantifier, Number, Classifier… 
• We can come up with features, but will they be categorial features? The case of split / 

unitary Complementisers (cf. Rizzi 1997; Preminger 2010; vs. Newmeyer 2004): would 
Focus, Topic or Force features together act as the categorial features a unitary Comp 
head, wherever available? 

Chametzky (2000, 22–32; 2003, 213–19) and Hinzen (2006, 174) essentially take functional 
elements to be satellites of lexical heads. Already in Grimshaw’s (1991) Extended Projection, 
or Chomsky’s Complete Functional Complex (Chomsky 1986). 

Functional elements are understood to belong to the same supercategory (Chomsky 2001, 
47) as the lexical categories of which they form the functional entourage: 

No matter how many functional categories are hypothesised, motivated and discovered, no 
actual proliferation of the number of stricto sensu parts of speech is necessary. 
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Functional elements are satellites of lexical ones, and functional categories do not exist as 
primitives of the grammar. 

Functional elements are perhaps just collections of features in the Numeration which are 
flagged by a feature, as in Hegarty (2005). 

Why ‘flagged’? 

Because of what Felix (1990) calls biuniqueness, harking back to at least Martinet. 
Biuniqueness is the exclusive relationship between nouns and the nominal functional heads 
(D, Num etc.), and between verbs and the verbal/clausal functional heads (Voice, Asp, T, 
Mood etc.). 

How to capture this? 

Ouhalla (1991), Grimshaw (1991) van Riemsdijk (1998): Functional categories bear the 
categorial specification of the lexical head in their projection line. 

Consider: 

They will probably not finish it. 

TP 
3 

they 3 
T [V] 3 

probably 3 
Neg [V] 3 

Voice [V] vP [V] 
 

In the spine above there are simply too many [V] features: 

What is the interpretation of each of them? And at the end of the day, the features meant 
to distinguish nouns from verbs cannot distinguish verbs from Tense or, worse, Voice. 

And beware of features like [FUNC]! 

A solution: uninterpretable categorial features 

Categorial Deficiency: functional elements bear the uninterpretable version of the categorial 
feature of the lexical head at the bottom of their projection line (cf. Panagiotidis 2002, κεφ. 
5) 
 

TP 
3 

they 3 
T [uV] 3 

probably 3 
Neg [uV] 3 

Voice [uV] vP [V] 
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Why? 

• Verbal/clausal functional heads will all be marked as [uV], nominal ones as [uN]; they 
will be distinguished from each other by virtue of their interpretable features, such as 
[voice], [tense], [aspect], [(illocutionary) force] and the like. 

• Functional heads are just members of a verbal/clausal and a nominal supercategory 
(Chomsky 2001, 47; Chametzky 2000, 22–32; 2003, 213–19; Hinzen 2006, 174; already 
in Grimshaw 1991; 2003). 

• Functional ‘categories’ are not grammatical primitives but the UG features they host 
are; e.g. number / individuation features are grammatical primitives; Num is not (such 
features could be borne by e.g. a classifier head). 

• The lexical-functional distinction is real and sharp, and that there is no such thing as a 
lexical-functional gradient: 

• In L1 acquisition functional categories tend to be acquired later: Radford (1990), 
(1996), Guilfoyle and Noonan (1992), Vainikka (1994). Selectively impaired in Specific 
Language Impairment or in cases of trauma: Muysken (2008, κεφ. 8–11) for a survey. 

 
*NumP *VoiceP 

3 3 
Num ROOT Voice ROOT 

Recall: functional heads cannot categorise roots or anything else! 

Categorial Agree. 

Definitions 
Agree (after Baker 2008, 48) 

The ‘Probe’ agrees with the ‘Goal’) iff: 

a. The Probe c-commands the Goal – the c-command condition (Chomsky 2000, 122); 
b. There is no X such that the Probe c-commands X, X c-commands the Goal, and X has j-

features – the intervention condition (Chomsky 2000, 122); 
c. The Goal has not been rendered inactive by the Phase Impenetrability Condition – the 

phase condition; (Chomsky 2000, 108). 

Probes project (Chomsky 2000, 133–34; 2004, 109; Hegarty 2005, 32; Donati 2006) 

The Probe is always a head: a lexical item (LI) rather than a syntactic object (SO); the Probe 
(F) projects. 

Thus, after the application of Merge: 

The Probe, a head, projects. 
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Probes and Goals as features (Panagiotidis 2015, 126) 

If [X] is an interpretable categorial feature, [uX] serves as Probe for the Goal [X], and not vice 
versa: [X] cannot ever act as a Probe for [uX] and [uX] can never act as a Goal. 

In the light of the above, Categorial Deficiency buys us six essential characteristics of spines, 
which were hitherto partially explained, unexplained or stipulated: 

Biuniqueness 
Biuniqueness reduces to the Probe-Goal matching requirement of (categorial) Agree: 
functional heads marked for [uV] will only appear in the Extended Projection of V (i.e. of v), 
which itself bears an interpretable [V] feature; functional heads marked for [uN] in that of N 
(i.e. of n), which itself bears an interpretable [N] feature. 

Hence, a derivation like the one below would crash due to feature mismatch. 

 * 3 
[uN] 3 

 [uV] [V] 
 

The necessity of lexical heads (i.e. categorisers) in a derivation 
If [uX] cannot act as a Goal, then there is no Goal for the [uV] probes to agree with in a 
situation below, where there are no lexical heads, hence no interpretable categorial 
features to act as Goal. 

*  
3 

TENSE [uV] ASPP 
 3 

ASP [uV] VOICE [uV] 

We cannot merge lexical after we have started merging functional 
We cannot salvage the tree above by just merging a v in order to supply a Goal (v has an 
interpretable [V] feature: The Probe c-commands the Goal. Thus, we can derive that the 
lexical head appears always at the bottom of the spine! 

Deciding the label 
The tree above would not be possible to begin existing. Backtrack and go to the first step of 
Merge: 

?P 
 3 

ASP [uV] VOICE [uV] 
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We saw that the Probe, a head, projects. In the scenario above both [uV] features can in 
principle be Probes for categorial Agree. Therefore both Asp and Voice would be possible to 
project. This in turn would result to 

i. optional labelling for the resulting constituent or 
ii. an intrinsic failure of the system to determine the head or 

iii. co-projection of both Asp and Voice. 

I take it with Chomsky (1995, 244) that the last two options are impossible and I would think 
that the first one, that of optional labelling, is highly undesirable, too. See also Hinzen (2006, 
187–89). 

We derive that we cannot begin a tree by merging two functional heads. 

When a functional [uX] LI and a lexical [X] LI merge… 
… the functional LI, a Probe for categorial Agree, invariably projects. 

Because Probes project. That’s it. 

When a functional [uX] LI and an SO merge… 
the functional LI, a probe for categorial Agree, cannot be a specifier. 

 Predicted result Example 

[uX] LI merges with [uX] LI * *[Asp Voice] 

[uX] LI merges with [X] LI [uX] LI projects [DP D n] 

[uX] LI merges with SO (always [X]) [uX] LI projects [DP D NumP] 

[uX] LI merges with root * *[Num CAT] 

[X] LI merges with [X] LI ? ? 

[X] LI merges with SO (always [X]) ? [vP v nP] 

[X] LI merges with root ? [nP n CAT] 

SO merges with SO (both always [X]) ? [TP [DP the cat] [TP meows]]  

The above five points derive that whenever functional and lexical material merges, the 
result will be a projection line, a spine, with the lexical material at the bottom. 

Therefore, we do not have to stipulate spines. 

Mixed projections. 

Mixed Projections are everywhere. Think of gerunds and nominalised infinitives.  

Biuniqueness is flouted in mixed projections: they combine nominal and verbal/clausal 
elements. 
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Two examples: 

English Poss–ing gerunds 

 [Godzilla’s destroying the city] made it to the evening news. 

We have Genitive assignment to Godzilla’s, a nominal characteristic: the signature of a 
Determiner (or such). 

We also have Accusative assignment to the city, a verbal characteristic, the signature of 
Voice. 

Finally, English –ing only attaches to verbal stems. 

Dutch ‘expressive’ nominalised infinitives (Schoorlemmer 2001; 2002) 

Deze zanger is vervolgd voor [dat stiekem succesvolle
 liedjes jatten] 

  This singer is prosecuted for [that sneakily successful 
  songs pinch.INF] 

We have the demonstrative dat, a nominal characteristic: a Determiner. 

We also have the adverb stiekem, a verbal characteristic. 

We also have Accusative assignment to successvolle liedjes, a verbal characteristic, the 
signature of Voice. 

Finally, an infinitive, jatten, is a verb from. 

N.B.: Mixed projections are different from lexical category changing! Compare English Poss–
ing gerunds, a mixed projection, with ‘mixed nominalisations’, a deverbal noun (Harley και 
Noyer 1998b; Pires 2006; Moulton 2004): 

The/John’s destruction of the city (by John) derived nominal 
The/John’s destroying of the city mixed nominalisation 
John’s/*the destroying the city Poss–ing gerund 

*The/John’s having examination of the student (by John) derived nominal 
*The/John’s having examining of the student mixed nominalisation 
John’s having examined the student Poss–ing gerund 

The/John’s careless destruction of the city derived nominal 
The/John’s careless destroying of the city mixed nominalisation 
John’s/*the carelessly destroying the city Poss–ing gerund 
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Approaching mixed projections 

In grammatical theory there are generally three ways to approach them: 

1. To write categorial duality into their head: Jackendoff (1977), Pullum (1991), Lapointe 
(1993), Bresnan (1997); 

2. To argue for a structure where an abstract nominal element selects a verbal/clausal 
constituent: Baker (1985), Abney (1987) and Yoon (1996). 

3. To claim biuniqueness is an illusion: nominal and verbal/clausal functional heads can 
freely mix in a spine (Alexiadou 2001). 

We will follow the first two, reconciling them. 

Why not go free mixing? Why not freely mix together any kind of functional heads, e.g. D 
with Asp, T with Num, D with Voice, T with D? 

Because of the following two generalisations: 

Phrasal Coherence: the mixed projection “can be partitioned into two categorially uniform 
subtrees such that one is embedded as a constituent of the other” (Bresnan 1997, 4; Borsley 
και Kornfilt 2000; after Malouf 2000). 

A mixed projection abiding by Phrasal Coherence 
nominal 

3 
nominal 3 

nominal 3 
verbal 3 

verbal 3 
verbal verb 

A mixed projection not abiding by Phrasal Coherence 

* nominal 
3 

nominal 3 
verbal 3 

nominal 3 
nominal 3 

verbal verb 

Nominal external behaviour: mixed projections externally behave as nominal constituents 
(Panagiotidis 2015, 139; after Malouf 2000; Borsley και Kornfilt 2000; Hudson 2003) 

Okay, but 
• How are mixed projection even possible? 
• (How) is biuniqueness flouted? 
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Functional categorisers, aka Switches 

It is not flouted: Switches, i.e. functional categorisers, mediate between the two categorially 
distinct functional subtrees (Lapointe 1999). 

As categorizers, they bear [N]. As ‘functional’, they bear [uV]. 

Questions: 
1. Is it possible for two categorial features to co-exist on a single head? 

Yes, if only one is interpretable. 
2. How come this co-existence does not induce a categorial clash? 

See above. 
3. What does it mean (LF-wise) for a syntactic head to be specified as [N] [uV]? 

See below: 

 3 
FH [uN] 3 

FH [uN] 3 
SWITCH [N][uV] 3 

FH [uV] 3 
FH [uV] 3 

v [V] ROOTP 

We have morphologically overt switches in Basque (–te / –tze), Turkish (‘factive nominalisers’ 
dIk and AcAk), Korean (–um). 

So, mixed projections are actually business as usual, spines of the usual sort, with a category-
changing functional item. 

Their existence is a consequence of LF-(un)interpretable categorial features and – of course 
– the local nature of (categorial) Agree. 

 
 3 

FH [uN] 3 
FH [uN] 3 

SWITCH [N][uV] 3 
FH [uV] 3 

FH [uV] 3 
v [V] ROOTP 

  

‘verbal’  

‘nominal’ 
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The Menagerie 
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Problem 1: Beyond the Menagerie 

Alas, the Menagerie is incomplete. 

Hybrid morphological units — i.e., units that pretheoretically appear to bear both lexical and 
functional properties — do not obviously fit in the above taxonomy: 

•  Affixoids and Combining Forms, i.e. “bound forms that cannot have a syntactic 
realization” (Amiot και Dugas 2020, 6); elements like -wise, -key, -berry, -gate, 
anthropo-, -path, -holic-, anarcho-, multi-,  -cide, -vorous, -logy etc. 

•  Contentful derivational morphemes. 

Affixoids: forms that do appear free but with different interpretations (e.g. -gate) 

Combining forms (CFs): forms that do not appear free (e.g. -cide and -holic). 

Affixoids and CFs could be composed of purely semantic features and/or ‘morphosemantic 
features’ (Svenonius 2019, 5). However, these do not exist (Clark 2020, 6; Panagiotidis 
2022). 

Affixoids and CFs look like they involve a root but not one that is realisable as an 
independent ‘word’, cf. -gate or anthropo-. They somehow seem to be category-typed but 
not independently categorised: they belong to a categorial environment but do not bear 
category independently. 

Contentful derivational morphemes, like -ist can be sometimes hard to distinguish from 
affixoids and CFs. 

The transpositional / category-changing ones may always be thought as categorisers 
involving a root (e.g.-ment) or no root at all (e.g. -ness, -ize). 

The non-transpositional / non-category-changing / homocategorial ones, including 
diminutives and many more, may also be thought as involving a root (e.g. -eir- ‘tree’ in 
Portuguese) or no root at all (e.g. -let). Crucially, they are also category-typed. 

Where can we squeeze them in the Menagerie? This is at best unclear. 

Problem 2: What kind of features would categorial features be? 

As seen above, categorial features are conceived as privative (Déchaine 1993; Baker 2003; 
Panagiotidis 2011). 

A conceptual issue with privative features in general: 

“Privative […] characterizes systems where atomic features may be present or absent, but 
have no other properties” (Adger 2010, 187). 
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The privative (unary / monovalent) feature system is hence conceptually the simplest: a 
feature either is there or isn’t there. This is very attractive, but Adger and Svenonius (2011) 
thoroughly discuss the limitations of privative feature systems in defining natural classes: 
how do we capture that [V] and [N] belong to the same natural class? 

An issue with categorial features as privative: 

Categorial features appear to be universal and fundamental: if nothing else, they define the 
interpretive perspective of the Extended Projection / Spine inside which they are 
embedded. 

They however seem to do very little by way of grammatical activity: if the above are 
anything to go by, this is restricted to an Agreement and checking relation with the 
uninterpretable versions of themselves borne by functional heads – and that’s it. Here, let 
us notate these uninterpretable versions with a star: 

 [*N]… [*N]… [*N]… [*N]… [N] 

 [*V]… [*V]… [*V]… [*V]… [V] 

But what about (root-based) non-transpositional / homocategorial elements, including 
derivational morphemes, CFs, and affixoids? 

Can we fit them into a privative categorial feature system? 

Let’s try, making the initial guess that non-transpositional / homocategorial elements bear 
unvalued categorial features. 

Lexical Functional non-transpositional 

[N] [*N] [uN] 

[V] [*V]  [uV] 

This is already problematic, because now we have introduced the meta-feature ‘unvalued’: 
what does it mean for an atomic monovalent feature to be unvalued? Along with this, we 
have kept the similarly suspect uninterpretable features [*N] and [*V], with 
‘uninterpretability’ being the reflex of another meta-feature perhaps. 

What about going for binary categorial features in an equipollent system? According to 
Harbour’s (2011, 561–62) conceptualisation of binary systems, both [+X] and [-X] values 
receive distinct interpretations. On top of that 

• a Æ option is available (when the feature [X] is not there) and 

• uninterpretability is overspecified as [+X -X] (Harbour 2007, 76–78; 2011, 568–69). 
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Assuming that [N] is interpreted as sortal perspective on the concept (Baker 2003; 
Panagiotidis 2015), we would get a system like this, where [-N] will be interpreted as the 
extending-into-time perspective (Panagiotidis 2015): 

Lexical Functional non-transpositional 

[+N] [+N][-N] [uN] 

[-N] ? ? 

Observe that not all slots are filled in, whereas the [uN] designation is again suspect in a 
purely binary / equipollent system. 

What about finally resorting to an [attribute:value] notation? Panagiotidis (2015, 104–5) 
half-heartedly proposes, and then retracts, that “[N] should perhaps be recast as 
[perspective:sortal], [V] as [perspective:temporal], while [Farsi] Classless Words would 
perhaps be introduced by a categorizer with an unvalued [perspective:] feature”: 

Lexical Functional non-transpositional 

[perspective:sortal] *[perspective:sortal] [perspective:]  

[perspective:temporal] *[perspective:temporal] [perspective:] 

Although now we can say something about non-category changing derivational morphology 
in terms of unvaluedness, the resulting system cannot distinguish verbal from nominal non-
transpositional morphology. Finally, unless we are ready to make a (rather desperate) stand 
for uninterpretable feature specifications, the categorial identity of functional heads is 
undefinable. 

We reach the point where categorial features, which are supposed to condition categorial 
relations, do not seem to behave as a system in an adequate manner for the purpose of 
doing so. 

From categorial features to category values: towards a Theory of 
Formal Features 

The solution to the above problem should make reference to spines. 

We have already tried capturing spines as a court of functional satellites in the same 
projection line as the lexical head. Still, the categorial Agree system only circumstantially 
guarantees their uniformity. To wit, could a grammar assemble a nominal [imperfective] 
head, i.e. a [uN] one?  

Based on joint work with Vitor Nóbrega, I will propose that domain and spine information 
must be incorporated within the actual definition of a formal feature. 

We thus conceive formal features as formative features 
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[κ:Σ]δ 

Explaining: 

a. κ corresponds to the universal category / domain, from which the formative was 
derived (Wiltschko 2014): Linking, Anchoring, Point-Of-View, Classification; 

b. Σ corresponds to the semantic unit individuating the formative, e.g. Imperfective; 

c. δ corresponds to the interpretive perspective that each formative feature attributes 
to its complement – this incorporates spine participation into every formal feature. 

Thus, if δ=[N], then its complement must be interpreted as a sortal predicate, if δ=[V], then 
its complement must be interpreted as something extensible-into-time. 

Ordering within a spine is partially captured by the following universal schema: 

 κLINK > κANCHOR > κPOV > κCLASS 

Every formal feature is of the [κ:Σ]δ format: it both a) signifies and b) imposes an 
interpretive perspective on its structural complement 

This approach renders the existence of spines and their domains not superfluous or 
accidental, but an actual outcrop of how features work almost as Borerian (2005) functors. 

Formal features have both interpretive as well as structural relevance and they define well-
formed extended projections. 

How formal features as [κ:Σ]δ solve our problems? 

Biuniqueness and phrasal coherence are solved by definition 

Categorisers: any κCLASS category feature can categorise a root (this is fine). 

Functional heads: (bundles of) [κ:Σ]δ formatives 

What about SWITCH heads (i.e. functional categorisers), other category-changing elements 
etc? 
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These are dealt with by the interplay between κ and δ: 

κ-layer δ-value Examples: 

different identical functional 

identical different Transpositional (category changing) elements; 

SWITCH heads 

Identical Identical Non-transpositional elements  

Different Different * non-coherent 

 

What about CFs and affixoids? 

These are roots that are directly assigned a δ (but no κ, by definition). They category-typed 
but not independently categorised. Examples: 

GATE à freely categorizable as a noun (gate), verb (gate) etc. 

GATE[N] à category-typed meaning ‘scandal’. 

CIDE à unavailable 

CIDE[N] à category-typed meaning ‘murder’. 

Categorisation of a root, a grammatical process, is thus distinguished from category-typing 
roots, which restricts them to a particular interpretive perspective. 

Categorisation gives us nouns, verbs, adjectives (with or without roots); category-typing 
straddles roots to specific δ’s. 
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